Colleagues,

Welcome to spring. First and foremost, congratulations to Drs. Hayden, French, Connors and Andrews once again for the birth of their children, Cotesworth Fishburne Hayden, “Cotes”, Theodore Rex French, “Rex”, Georgia Rose Connors and Henry Thomas Andrews, “Henry” (although we all know their wives did the heavy lifting). The new year is off to a great start and your flexibility and willingness to pitch in has made our recent boarding crush much more manageable. Despite the challenge of numerous boarders now on a daily basis, our left without being seen data and patient satisfaction with their physicians care remain very good. In these times of “opportunity”, maintaining our professionalism and leadership of the Emergency Department remains paramount. Once again, thank you for making Emergency Medicine at MUSC the best emergency care in the region.

Ed

“But whatever you do, take neither yourselves nor your fellow-creatures too seriously. There is tragedy enough in our daily routine, but there is room too for a keen sense of the absurdities and incongruities of life, and in the shifting panorama no one sees better than the doctor the perennial sameness of men’s ways.”
- Sir William Osler
Interview Season 2014

We have successfully completed our 2014 interview season! This year we had 970 applicants via the ERAS application service. 101 applicants were selected by the Review Committee, and of those, 91 came to interview with us. We had a strong group of applicants all around and it was a hard decision to narrow down to the selected few.

Thank you to everyone who assisted with the process—from reviewing the applications, interviewing the applicants, joining for lunches and social gatherings, doing the campus tour and helping make the day run smoothly. We could not have done it without you!

Overall, we received great feedback from the applicants—loving the way the program is set up and how everyone interacts, getting valuable insight from the residents and faculty, and having the opportunity to see Charleston. We can’t wait for our new Resident class to start this year!

FUN PHOTOS - Match Day 2015

“Always laugh when you can, it is cheap medicine.”
-George Gordon Byron
I am thrilled to announce our Chief Residents for the MUSC EM Residency 2015-2016. Please join me in congratulating Dr. Jason Crumpler and Dr. Lindsey Jennings! I am sure you will agree with me that they will do an outstanding job and continue to represent us in stellar fashion.

Congratulations and well deserved!

Dr. Christina L. Bourne
Residency Program News

Matches for Fellowships

Congratulations to our graduating residents who’ve recently matched into Fellowship Programs!

Dr. Stephanie Bailey—Sports Medicine at Greenville Health System
Greenville, South Carolina

Dr. Jon Jennings—Ultrasound Fellowship at MUSC
Happy you’ll be with us for another year!

Dr. Blake Willis—International Medicine Fellowship (Tropical Medicine)
Augusta, Georgia

Bundles of Joy!!

A big congratulations to some of our Alumni.
Several welcomed littles ones to their families!
Wishing them all the best and continued blessings as their families grow.

Grant Dodd
Born 3-31-2015
Dr. Michael Dodd (Class of 2014)

Emma Chapman
Born 10-23-2014
Dr. Eric Chapman (Class of 2012)

Fionn Mahoney
Born 9-25-2014
Dr. Joe Mahoney (Class of 2010)

Josephine Ross
Born 12-20-2014
Dr. Andrew Ross (Class of 2010)

“Success isn’t just about what you accomplish in your life, it’s about what you inspire others to do.”
Upcoming Special events!

This year will be an exciting and life-changing year for many of our Residents. 1/3 of our current residents are getting married or are newly engaged! Please join us in congratulating our lucky ladies on their upcoming nuptials:

Dr. Stephanie Bailey
Dr. Celia Cheung
Dr. Lacey Menkin
Dr. Nina DeSantis
Dr. Lindsey Jennings
Dr. Kat Moore (Class of 2013)

And also, congratulations go out to Dr. Jon Jennings, who is newly engaged!

We wish you all the best and many happy years filled with joy, health and lots of laughter!

“Marriages are like fingerprints; each one is different and each one is beautiful.”

Hello!

I would like to express my gratitude to everyone in Emergency Medicine who I've met so far, in person or via email/phone. You all have been extremely welcoming and I truly appreciate it!

When I've needed anything, I always have someone to turn to and help guide the way - here in the administrative area, downstairs in the ER, Residents and Faculty members - this makes such a big transition that much easier and more enjoyable.

I look forward to working with everyone in the future and meeting most of you, eventually!! I will definitely enjoy working with all of the Residents and Drs. Bourne, Bush and Watson - a great bunch of people to be around.

I will also be working with Medical Students and coordinating the EM Grand Rounds - both novel and refreshing concepts to me. Please let me know if you need anything! I'm slowly learning the ropes of EM, but look forward to the challenge. Have a good day!
2014 was an excellent year for Research in the Division of Emergency Medicine. We have many on-going studies as well as a very impressive amount of publications for 2014.

If you need help with any aspect of your research work, please contact Dr. Losek, EM/PEM Division Research Director.

---

**EM DIVISION ON-GOING STUDIES**

Study updates (patient enrollment):

**Dr. Jauch (Bobby Navarro)**

1. Stop-It (Spontaneous ICH and rFVII q Treatment)- NIH extended until April 2015; 4pts
2. POINT (Platelet-Oriented Inhibition in New TIA and minor ischemic stroke) - continuing enrollment through 2015; 8pts
3. PRISMS (Alteplase in patients with mild stroke) - 3pts
4. ESCAPE (Endovascular treatment for Small Core and Anterior circulation Proximal occlusion Emphasis on minimizing CT to recanalization times) - 6pts
5. BASE (Biomarkers of Acute Stroke Etiology) - 33pts
6. SC-CoAST (SC Collaborative Alliance for Stroke Trials) - just began Yr 2

**Dr. Headden (Bobby Navarro)**

1. TRUE-AHF - difficulty enrolling at all sites. Study closed
2. Troponin ACS (Trinity) - 87pts
3. Troponin ACS (Alere) - 17pts
4. APPY Marker (Venaxis) - 35pts - study closed
5. D-Dimer (Seimens) DVT/PE Exclusionary Sample Collection Project - 56pts

**Dr. Borg**

1. Acute Sports Concussion and Serial MRI Testing

**Dr. Pollehn**

1. Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Study comparing CroFab versus Placebo with Rescue Treatment for Copperhead Snake Envenomation.

**Drs. Davidson, Borg and Ruggiero**

1. Evaluation of a technology-based resource for pediatric injury patients
EM Faculty Research Publications—2014

Charles Andrews, MD


Keith Borg, MD

Christina Bourne, MD

12. Bourne CL, Brewer KL, House J. Injectable Lidocaine Provides Similar Analgesia Compared to Transdermal Lidocaine/Tetracaine Patch for the Incision and Drainage of Skin Abscesses: A Randomized, Controlled Trial. DOI: 10.1016/j.jemermed.2013.11.126

Christine Carr, MD


David French, MD


Charles Gilman, MD


Daniel Handel, MD


Geoffrey Hayden, MD
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34. Joseph P, Broderick, MD, Yoko Y. Palesch, PhD, Andrew M. Demchuk, MD, Sharon D. Yeatts, PhD, Pooja Khatri, MD, Michael D. Hill, MD, Edward C. Jauch, MD, Tudor G. Jovin, MD, Bernard Yan, MD, Rüdiger von Kummer, MD, Carlos A. Molina, MD, Mayank Goyal, MD, Mikhail Mazighi, MD, PhD, Wouter J. Schonewille, MD, Stefan T. Engelter, MD, Craig Anderson, MD, PhD, Judith Spilker, RN, BSN, Janice Carrozzella, MSN, APRN, RT(R), L. Scott Janis, PhD, Lydia D. Foster, MS, Thomas A. Tomsick, MD, for the Interventional Management of Stroke Ill Investigators. Evolution of Practice During the Interventional Management of Stroke III Trial and Implications for Ongoing Trials. Stroke 2014;45:00-00. http://stroke.ahajournals.org/content/early/2014/10/16/STROKEAHA.114.005952.full.pdf?ijkey=BOEQWdGpU0SgPandkeytype=ref
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Diann Krywko, MD


Walter Limehouse, MD


Joseph Losek, MD


Daniel Park, MD

Not only does Dr. Jauch conduct research, he participates too! Dr. Menkin was one of many participants in the 2015 Department of Medicine Research Day
The DOM Individual Development Plan (IDP) is back! For all new faculty, this is part of the Department of Medicine’s mentor program. Yearly, goals for the upcoming year are written, reviewed and revised with your mentor. And, of course, you work to achieve those goals over the course of the year.

For all faculty, please ensure that you have a current, active mentor, one that will guide you on your road to success in your personal and professional career. Once this is done, then follow the timeline below for IDP completion for all faculty mentees (courtesy of Dr. Silvestri and Julie Driggers).

Diann

This is the timeline for IDP completion for all faculty mentees.

1. **January 20 - February 27** – Schedule a meeting with your primary mentor. This meeting should be an hour in length (it can be longer, and there can be more than one meeting scheduled). Please complete your IDP prior to this meeting. Please make sure that your mentor completes the “Mentor’s Comment” section of the IDP. At the conclusion of your meeting, please print a copy of your IDP and forward it to your Division Director. Please make sure all text is visible in the text boxes before printing your IDP. If all text is not visible, please click “expand” under the text boxes. The IDP will be reviewed with your Division Director and submitted to the DOM as part of your annual evaluation. This will ensure alignment of goals between the mentee, mentor, and Division Director.

2. **March 16 - April 15** – Schedule your annual evaluation with your Division Director. This meeting can only be scheduled after you have met with your mentor and a completed IDP has been provided to your Division Director. At the conclusion of this meeting, the Division Director will add any comments and the IDP will be submitted to the DOM along with the annual evaluation and contract for FY16.

Please follow the link below to complete your IDP:

https://redcap.musc.edu/surveys/?s=mTUUEI

Remember to always click “**SAVE and RETURN LATER**” when you are finished with your IDP. This allows you to edit and update your document. Should you have any questions regarding the Individual Development Plan, please contact Julie Driggers at driggejk@musc.edu.

"*If you want to achieve excellence, you can get there today. As of this second, quit doing less-than-excellent work.*"

- Thomas J. Watson
The Ultrasound section rang in the New Year by initiating medical students into the world of Emergency Ultrasound. Medical students completing the Ultrasound elective will be scanning daily in the ED and participating in weekly Ultrasound Conference on Wednesdays. Welcome them to the Department, and make use of their enthusiasm in our efforts to continue to incorporate bedside ultrasound into management of ED patients.

We are excited to have Dr. Jon Jennings, MD, joining our ranks in July as the next Ultrasound Fellow and a Clinical Instructor of Emergency Medicine. Jon will complete his residency in Emergency Medicine at MUSC in June.

Details will be released soon via email, but the next installment of the Ultrasound Meet-Up series is on the docket for February. The first three were a success. We reviewed the nuts-and-bolts of point-of-care ultrasound beginning with dreaded “knobology” and navigating QPath and then delved into more advanced modalities like limited echocardiography, all in a streamlined, relaxed afternoon. Spring sessions will follow the same format. We’d love to see you there regardless of your current comfort level with ultrasound.

Resolve to document your Ultrasound work in Epic and QPath. It may seem onerous at first, but once you get in the habit, it’s a quick, easy process. We know you’re doing the scans- it’s time to get credit!

Happy scanning-
Breoff (Brad and Geoff), Dan and Boonepaw

---

**Mission Statement**

The Center for Health Professional Training and Emergency Response (CHPTER) is a groundbreaking community project, serving as South Carolina’s first collaborative emergency preparedness training center for patient care providers. Unlike most disaster training courses, CHPTER has developed training for all providers of patient care during a disaster -- including clinicians, hospital workers, mental health providers, public safety, community volunteers and local business owners and employees.

Through inter-professional collaboration with our community coalition, CHPTER will help enhance surge capability in our region by giving disaster care providers hands-on lessons that will protect and save patient lives. For more information, please visit [www.musc.edu/chpter](http://www.musc.edu/chpter) or contact Daniel Barr at [barrdb@musc.edu](mailto:barrdb@musc.edu).

**Updates**

CHPTER will be holding another **free training course** sometime this summer. For a video of past training experiences, please visit [www.musc.edu/chpter](http://www.musc.edu/chpter).
Happy New Year from our little section! I was hoping that life would settle down after the holidays, but a newborn has upended all thoughts of peace and quiet. Of course, that does not mean that we are slowing down at all. In fact, we continue to get busier with many fun, new projects.

EMS

Dr. McGary's EMT program continues to grow as he and his group continue to train firefighters as medical responders. Oversight of the largest fire departments in the lowcountry is a lot of work, and he is always looking for assistance. If anyone has an interest, let him know.

Our EMS-ED handoff project was temporarily on hold but should be starting up again soon, if anyone would like to help. We are also talking to the hospital about a few other programs to improve our EMS-ED communications. More to follow. Speaking of research, we have a few studies that will be starting soon, if anyone needs a project.

Our EMS outreach/QI program continues to go very well. We usually get about 20 – 30 people attending lectures on the first Wednesday of each month at noon in the ART conference room. EMS and nursing educational credit hours are provided, as is lunch. I hope that you can join us soon. We also received grant money to place teleconferencing units in four regional EMS offices to expand our program across the state. That should begin in the next few months.

Disaster

The ED-Peds ED disaster committee is currently reviewing our policies and procedures for all aspects for emergency preparedness for both EDs. Once these are finalized (likely in the next few months), we will finish our new disaster carts and roll out the associated educational program. This should make disaster response smoother and more comfortable for everyone, if such a thing is possible.

Outreach Education

We continue to work with Wando High School to train ninth-graders on compression-only CPR. Spring dates are out, and your help would be much appreciated! The American Heart Association is looking at grant funding to help us with equipment and working to expand our program within the Charleston County School District. We have also formed the “Lowcounty AED Alliance” to bring local fire departments, EMS and hospitals together to help with the CPR training, as well as to identify AED locations in the community. They will be recorded at the dispatch center to be accessed in an emergency. Again, the AHA may be able to assist with our efforts to make the information more available. Another project, anyone?

That's all I have from our little group. Any comments, thoughts or suggestions are always welcome. Thanks as always for all you do to support us!
Local and Global Outreach

Palmetto Medical Initiative exists to transform communities by improving the quality of accessible healthcare through a model of empowerment and sustainability. PMI is revolutionizing the approach to medical intervention in the developing world by moving beyond relief to achieve long-term improvements in health. In a world where nearly half the population lives on less than $2 per day (Source: UN, 2013), socialized healthcare systems are overcrowded, poorly equipped, and underfunded. PMI is bridging the gap between ineffective, socialized care and unaffordable, private care. By creating sustainable medical centers that offer low-cost services, PMI is able to increase accessibility to high-quality healthcare and empower communities for a healthy tomorrow.

I am the co-Founder of PMI and we have taken over 800 volunteers from MUSC abroad thus far representing all Colleges and 15 departments. PMI is to be a key partner in developing the Global Emergency Medicine Fellowship in the Division.

Recently, PMI in coordination with Tullow Oil Co. was able to secure a new off-road fully-equipped ACLS Ambulance for use in the PMI Medical Facility in Masindi, Uganda. The previous Ambulance that served an area of over 600,000 people is also pictured below (far right). It has been out of service for over 2 years, with disastrous consequences. The Ambulance is not limited to our use, however, as it will serve the entire region; and is the first step in establishing a network of Emergency Services that the region has never known.

We have a few trips upcoming, more information for those interested can be found at [www.palmettomedical.org](http://www.palmettomedical.org).

- May 8-18, 2015 (Uganda)
- August 7-17, 2015 (Uganda)
- December 4-14, 2015 (Uganda or Burundi)
Highlights, News and Notes

Dr. Charles Andrews elected ACEP Fellow

Dr. Andrews was elected a Fellow of the American College of Emergency Physicians. He received this recognition in October 2014.

Dr. Keith Borg received 2014 Caring Spirit Award

Dr. Borg received the 8th Annual Caring Spirit Award. Dr. Borg received the award in November 2014 from the MUSC Pastoral Care Service staff in honor of Pastoral Care Week held in October.

Karen Murphy retired in January, after 5 years with the Division of Emergency Medicine. During her time here she has overseen countless projects and spent many hardworking hours helping all of us and making sure things run smoothly behind the scenes. She has been a huge impact on the Division and will be greatly missed.

Good luck with everything your future holds!
On Thursday, December 18, 2014 the Emergency Medicine Women’s Mentoring Group had a gathering to celebrate the Season. Dr. Lacey Menkin made the arrangements and the ladies incorporated a Secret Santa gift exchange—which is always fun! The group meeting allows for the wonderful women of the Department to not only meet one another, but also discuss their future goals and plans.

A canned-food drive was also sponsored by the Women’s Mentoring Group this year. Dr. Menkin played a huge part in the organization and success of this event.

All-in-all, 92 lbs of food was donated to the cause! This is a wonderful achievement, which provided a meal to approximately 80 people! Thank you to everyone who contributed to make this such a success!

Amy Robison won the 2014 Department of Medicine Excellence Award. Awesome job!!!

Not Pictured

• Dr. Page Bridges received an award from the AAP Section on Emergency Medicine for Oral Poster Presentation. This was a joint award with Drs. Kat Foster, Dan Mark, Dan Park, Kathy Lehman-Huskamp and Rachel Tuuri for their project entitled “Learning to Beat the Shock Clock: A Low-Fidelity Simulation Intervention for Pediatric and Emergency Medicine Residents”.

• Jennifer Smith was selected as one of only 26 individuals to participate in the 2015 College of Medicine Management Training Program.
Welcome to the Family!

Seems there was something in the water this past year, we would like to introduce a few new members of the EM Family!

Cotesworth Fishburne Hayden—12/15/14

Zoe Nicole Scott—7/15/14

Ella Marie McLendon—9/24/14

Theodore Rex French—1/10/15

Greyson Paul Venancio—2/12/15

Georgia Rose Connors—3/14/15

Henry Thomas Andrews—8/28/14
Kudos!!

2015 Cooper River Bridge Run
_Pictured left to right: Dr. Hofstra, Sara Bakhtiarnejad, Dr. Hayden, Doug Schutz_

**Patient Letter**

My grandmother, Doris, was admitted through your ER in October. I’m unclear of the names of the nurses and doctors who cared for her until she died on Monday, October 20th, but please pass this message to them and their supervisors; words cannot describe how we mourn for my grandmother, she was such an active force in all of our lives, but the complete hospital staff from the ER to the ICU, were unbelievable, amazing, sensitive to our feelings and so understanding. Thank you each and all for trying so hard and being so nice to all of her family. May God bless each of you as you have treated us so good and made us feel a little better in our time of grief.

Erica

**Patient Letter**

Hi Dr. Krywko,

You saw my husband Donald in the ER last week both on Saturday and Wednesday. Just wanted to thank you for helping and caring and how awesome we both thought you are. To update you on Monday I was talking to Don and noticed how little he was eating and told him with the steroid he was on I was surprised he wasn’t eating more. That was when he informed me he stopped the steroid a week before...BINGO! He restarted it and felt 100% better. Then he read the symptoms of stopping steroids and there it was. I could have killed him, lol, but I wanted you to know that seems to be what it was. I don’t think he will do that again!

Thank you again and wish more doctors were like you!,
Terry

**Patient Letter**

Hello Dr. Bourne,

I’m a pediatric resident at MUSC, and I had my first visit to the Adult ED last night, where I received such excellent care that I wanted to send my thanks to the department and to Dr. Lacey Menkin. Everyone from the front desk clerk to the triage personnel, nursing assistants, my nurse Courtney, and especially Lacey were amazing. I felt so well cared for, and I was so impressed with Lacey’s nerve block and suturing abilities! She remained incredibly calm and competent despite my scared state.

So again, I wanted to send a huge thank you to your department and to Lacey for the excellent care! I couldn’t be more impressed and grateful!
Bryn

**Hot Off The Press**

Our very own Dr. Page Bridges has an article featured in the Feb/Mar issue of EM Resident (official publication of EMRA)!!! There is a copy on the Resident Bulletin Board! Fantastic job on the article Dr. Bridges and way to get the MUSC EM name out there!
Kudos!!!

We have had a lot of thankful comments from our nursing staff as well as patients this year!

Comments from the Nursing Staff

- Dr. Saef is caring, goes the extra mile, and spends a lot of time with patients. He is amazing!
- Dr. Bartman is well-respected, level headed, and listens to nurses.
- Dr. Bush never complains, is approachable, and keeps patients moving.
- Dr. Meekins cares about patients.
- Dr. Krywko is funny and respectful.
- Dr. Hall is respectful and listens to nurses.
- Dr. Presley provides excellent care and is both respectful and understanding.
- Dr. Caporossi is very efficient and interactive with patients.
- Dr. French really engages with patients and is concerned about staff.
- Dr. Conners helped nurses with a combative patient, thank you!
- Dr. Andrews is friendly and helps share the load.
- Dr. Vanzura is very smart but still down to Earth.
- Dr. Hayden is a good teacher.
- Dr. Watson is a good teacher.
- Doug Schutz is a good listener and helps with IV’s.
- Sue Zayac is smart, gets her own supplies, and is proactive.

Comments from Patients

- Dr. Saef went above and beyond the call of duty in his care for me.
- Jackie Furlano is an excellent nurse, she is kind, caring, compassionate, efficient and very professional.
- My entire visit from the time I entered to when I left was handled so professionally. The doctors and nurses attitudes and bedside manners were extremely caring and helped me to feel at ease about my visit to the ER. They did not seem to be rushed and took the time to make sure I was comfortable even though I know the ER was busy. Thank you very much.
- The service was very professional. There’s no other hospital in the area I’d go to but MUSC. As for needed improving; there’s none visible. Great job. Thanks!
- I think you have the best people to assist the ailing people. I know I will get the best of care and service. Keep up the good work.
- The level of attention, care and promptness far exceeded my expectations. The staff was the best and I am so pleased that my husband told the EMS driver to take me to MUSC. Thank you!
- I received outstanding care in the emergency room at MUSC.
- I was very happy with how well the resident and attending physician explained why he was ordering each progression of tests. The attending physician even called my parents (as I am 20 yrs. old) to get permission and explain the reason for a cardiac CT scan. I had heart surgery as an infant and I was very comforted with the thoroughness of care and how concerned the doctors were with my symptoms.
- All MUSC emergency staff did a great job. Thank you.
- MUSC is always head and shoulders above all. If one has to go to the hospital - go to MUSC. Professionals!
- Thank you for saving my life.
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